pd Rydia (12:17:12 AM): and good God, I'm starting to memorize URLs again
CGNakibe (12:17:33 AM): Dia: How the hell do you DO that?
CGNakibe (12:17:37 AM): With the long ones in particular.
pd Rydia (12:18:03 AM): well you see!
TheGreatNevareh (12:18:35 AM): Dia has a Photo-Eidetic memory.
CGNakibe (12:18:57 AM): Dia has robotic parts. >:{{
CGNakibe (12:19:06 AM): She's a robotic dragon in disguise!
pd Rydia (12:19:27 AM): remember how I told you how many folders I make? 
pd Rydia (12:19:28 AM): That's because I'm obsessive about things being filed in a way that makes sense. So when I put things in a website, I should know: (1) the base URL & (2) the folders and subfolders
pd Rydia (12:19:30 AM): AND
CGNakibe (12:19:39 AM): Which would be scary if it wasn't mostly expected.
CGNakibe (12:19:47 AM): Ah, I see.
KnightsofSquare (12:19:53 AM): Guess that means I'm some kind of weird cyber-scaley-furry then, huh?
pd Rydia (12:20:03 AM): when I name files, I am ALSO fanatic that the files are named in a way that--makes sense, files them in a folder neatly, lets me find them easily, helps me remember them
pd Rydia (12:20:10 AM): so if I can remember the filename, then...
KnightsofSquare (12:20:14 AM): ... =>.>=;;;
CGNakibe (12:20:16 AM): Mike: You're not weird. Just different from the rest of this dustpile we call "humanity".
pd Rydia (12:20:22 AM): (also, when Dan looked in my folders, he was scared)
pd Rydia (12:20:35 AM): also, as for other websites' URLs...
KnightsofSquare (12:20:36 AM): I'm absolutely sure that there are at least five files on my computer named some variant of "meow.[extension]"
pd Rydia (12:20:40 AM): if they're filed logically...
A Rockin SN (12:20:43 AM): Dia...
pd Rydia (12:20:51 AM): then I remember them somewhat similarly to how I remember my own URLs
A Rockin SN (12:20:51 AM): Your computer is... Kinda like a ... How do I explain it.
pd Rydia (12:20:54 AM): if they aren't...
pd Rydia (12:20:57 AM): then, um
OMG Priam (12:21:00 AM): Bucket?
pd Rydia (12:21:01 AM): shear craziness
A Rockin SN (12:21:02 AM): ... It's like a robotic supersoldier.
pd Rydia (12:21:07 AM): Dan:  :D
CGNakibe (12:21:11 AM): Dan: EXACTLY what I was thinking. >:P
A Rockin SN (12:21:13 AM): It does its job perfectly.
A Rockin SN (12:21:16 AM): BUT IT HAS NO HUMANITY.
A Rockin SN (12:21:19 AM): NONE AT ALL.
pd Rydia (12:21:20 AM): It's actually a Ryuuneko
A Rockin SN (12:21:25 AM): IT FEELS NO LOVE. e_e
pd Rydia (12:21:27 AM): of course it has no humanity
CGNakibe (12:21:29 AM): Hehehehe.
pd Rydia (12:21:32 AM): IT'S A FUCKING COMPUTER
pd Rydia (12:21:36 AM): NAMED AFTER A RYUUNEKO
A Rockin SN (12:21:43 AM): ... IT HAS NO HUMAN TOUCH!
CGNakibe (12:21:46 AM): Dia: I'm sure thousands of people would pay millions for a FUCKING computer.
A Rockin SN (12:21:51 AM): Wow, they would.
pd Rydia (12:21:52 AM): ...
pd Rydia (12:21:53 AM): ew
A Rockin SN (12:21:59 AM): ... I concur. Ew.
OMG Priam (12:22:00 AM): It's true, you know.
OMG Priam (12:22:18 AM): People already have sex with balloons. How bad can a computer be, by comparison?
CGNakibe (12:22:28 AM): Some would ALSO pay good money for Amanda's Giant Right Testicle Monster.
TheGreatNevareh (12:22:28 AM): There are probably thousands of people who would pay millions for pretty much anything.
A Rockin SN (12:22:29 AM): ... ... Sex with balloons?
CGNakibe (12:22:33 AM): Needless to say, those people DISTURB me. >:{

